Factor VIII functions as an essential cofactor in the blood coagulation cascade for the factor IXa-mediated activation of factor X. Here we report the cDNA corresponding to the rat homologue of the human factor VIII gene.
Materials and Methods
To find sequences containing the rat FVIII gene, DNA data of the rat genome project were aligned with mouse and human FVIII cDNAs. Alignment of the most homologue contig with mouse cDNA revealed several exon-intron boundaries. These data were used to design primers to span the complete rat FVIII cDNA. PCR was performed using expand long template PCR System (Roche) under standard conditions including 1 µl human or rat liver cDNA (corresponding to 100 ng total RNA). Column or gel purified fragments of appropriate length were sequenced.
Results
Sequencing of rat FVIII cDNA with primers derived from the rat genome project resulted in 6777 bp of the complete rat FVIII cDNA (NM_183331). Overall similarity of this cDNA compared to human and mouse cDNA is 61% and 68 %, respectively (Table 1) an alternative spliced exon 20 containing 26 additional bp (Fig. 1) . While sequencing FVIII cDNA 13 polymorphisms in 5 alleles of 3 rats could be detected (Table 2) .
Discussion
The rat FVIII nucleotide and the resulting amino acid sequence show significant similarity to human and mouse FVIII through the A and C domains, but not in the B and a domains. The low degree of conservation and high frequency of detected polymorphisms in the B domain supports the current view that the B domain does not significantly contribute to procoagulant activity. The alternative transcript lacking exon 17 is formed due to a weak wt acceptor splice site flanking this exon. This is underlined by the relatively high expression of this transcript. The transcript results from alternative splicing of exon 20 because of a second acceptor splice site situated 26 bp upstream. Since the alternative splice site is weaker, expression of wt mRNA is clearly higher.
Protein variants derived from stop mutations in the human FVIII gene are not secreted in general [1] . Thus also the predicted alternative rat FVIII proteins are not expected to be secreted due to the phenomenon of nonsense mediated mRNA decay, a mechanism described for human FVIII and other genes [2] .
This mechanism selectively degrades nonsense mRNAs with premature stop codons. Recently, regulated unproductive splicing and translation (RUST), a mechanism of alternative splicing coupled with NMD and nonsense associated altered splicing was discussed to be an ubiquitous mechanism in regulating protein expression [3] [4] . However, the biological relevance of the alternative rat FVIII RNA variants with subsequent downregulation of the wt FVIII protein expression is not known. The diversity of rat FVIII is also reflected by 13 polymorphisms found in only 5 alleles of three animals. Four polymorphisms are found in the functionally important C1 and C2 domains, even one with an aa exchange from the sterically demanding Prolin to Leucin. The majority of changes represent C to T transitions 
